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PANACAST BUNDLES: MEET ANYWHERE / MEET ANYWHERE+

Industry-leading audio and video solutions
that instantly let you meet anywhere
Hybrid working continues to grow in popularity, with over two thirds
of employees citing it as their preferred way to work1. And with 85%
of flexible workers believing technology is vital to enable a ‘work from
anywhere’ future1, now is the perfect time to upgrade your hybrid
toolkit. The new Jabra Meet Anywhere and Meet Anywhere+ bundles
combine cutting-edge video and world-leading audio in a lightweight
and portable case to make a hybrid-working future a reality today.
Open the case and start any meeting, anywhere with Jabra PanaCast,
Speak 750, and a Table Stand2 now available together in a compact
Travel Case. Meetings have never been so easy.

Jabra PanaCast
Jabra PanaCast features three 13-megapixel cameras for 180°
Panoramic-4K coverage with patented real time video-stitching
technology, ensuring every attendee is clearly seen while still enabling
you to make the most of any meeting space. Intelligent Zoom detects
where people are, while Vivid HDR automatically optimizes video quality.
Compatible with all leading Unified Communications (UC) platforms
it delivers easy plug-and-play video collaboration to your teams, for
productive meetings anywhere.

Portable professionalism
It’s now even easier to take your meetings everywhere. The Jabra
Meet Anywhere and Meet Anywhere+ bundles both come in a premium
Travel Case that’s lightweight and durable, storing everything neatly for
maximum convenience on the go. Unzip and be ready to start meetings
in an instant, with easy plug-and-play connection straight out of the case.
Mount the Jabra PanaCast on top of your monitor or laptop screen using
the adjustable mounting bracket. Or to enjoy even more flexibility when
working, the Meet Anywhere+ bundle comes with a Table Stand that
enables Jabra PanaCast to be used as a free-standing unit, to set your
professional meeting environment up exactly how and where you like it.
Meet Anywhere and Meet Anywhere+,
the only accessories your meeting needs.

See the full picture with Jabra PanaCast.

Jabra Speak 750
Engineered for more inclusive conversations, the Jabra Speak 750 is a
compact premium speakerphone with two-way full duplex so both sides
can hear and be heard clearly, for natural communication even when
you’re all in different places. With a dedicated Microsoft Teams button
to instantly connect you to your meeting, and plug-and-play connection
for all leading Unified Communication platforms, including Zoom,
Google Meet and more, it offers a seamless meeting experience with
fast and powerful communication, anytime and anywhere.
Hear the full story with Jabra Speak 750.
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